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21.09.2020 Saint-Petersburg 

The COSMODREAMS Project Team created a 360° Virtual Tour of a Space Museum 

From September 8, 2020, the cosmodreams.com website will feature a 360° virtual tour of a 

space museum showcasing galleries of paintings and sculptures by the Artist Ms. Marina 

Fedorova.  

The tour is geared towards those who like to explore 
new environments beyond museum walls. It offers a 
self-guided walk in real time through an intergalactic 
museum exhibiting artworks by Ms. Marina Fedorova. It 
is a follow-up to the Space Art Odyssey video journey 
that will be demonstrated in the Erarta Museum 
exhibition space.  

Each room of the interstellar gallery has its theme. A 
spacious hall with clean and concise interiors is perfect 
for admiring panoramic views of the open space, 
immersing the viewer in a time when the cosmic depths 
were viewed as an art object. The Green Room tells the 
story of the pristine beauty of planet Earth and its 
unique natural environments, while the Space Room 
celebrates the dawn of the space discovery era. The 
smooth streamlined forms of the Fire and Water rooms 
create areas for exhibiting the earthlings’ cultural 
linchpins, no longer seen outside exhibition spaces.  

The cosmic museum becomes an integral bionic space 
due to the wall texture resembling stalactites and 
stalagmites. The laws that shape and structure living 
tissues are also applied to the design of the museum’s 
interiors. One gets the impression that the entire 
building is an independent living organism created by 
nature itself. 

‘We expect our 360° tour to generate additional interest 
and confidence in our project as a whole. An art 
exhibition can no longer gain traction with traditional art 
only: one needs to provide the viewer with more 
opportunities to delve into the wider context of the 
project,’ comments the Artist. 
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The 360° virtual tour will give you a fascinating insight into the world created by the Artist, Ms. 
Marina Fedorova. 

Exhibition dates: 08.09 – 01.11.2020 
Opening hours: 10:00 – 22:00 
Venue: Erarta Museum, 5th Floor Exhibitions Wing 

* * *

About COSMODREAMS: the project is a multi-journey experience for viewers, anchored around 
the latest series of paintings by Marina Fedorova.  This Project is anchored on reflective views 
and parallels relating to space and cosmos, life on earth, technology, dystopian worlds and 
societies, and relevant to the future our legacies.  

The Exhibition has been conceived to address all kind of viewers; it aims to engage viewers at 
different immersive levels: art series with oversized paintings or sculptures, human-size 
objects, Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Movie and Interactive Walls. COSMODREAMS is 
engaging, inspiring, playful and reflective.  It is a first-in-kind and stand-alone experience. 

COSMODREAMS.COM 

About Ms. Marina Fedorova: born in Leningrad in 1981, Ms. Fedorova currently lives and works 
between St. Petersburg and Munich.  She studied painting, design and graphic arts at the 
Nicholas Roerich Art School in St. Petersburg, later graduating from the Saint Petersburg 
Stieglitz State Academy of Art and Design where she majored in Fashion Design and Illustration. 

Over the past two decades, her paintings have been featured in dozens of solo and group 
exhibitions in Russia and abroad. Ms. Fedorova’s artworks were acquired for the permanent 
collections of the State Hermitage Museum, the State Russian Museum, Erarta Museum of 
Contemporary Art, as well as by a number of private collectors. 

MARINAFEDOROVA.COM 
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